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toward the end of his life the ancient prophet nephi summarized
his spiritual ministry in the following words and we talk of christ
we rejoice in christ we preach of christ we prophesy of christ and we
write according to our prophecies that our children may know to what
source they may look for a remission of their sins 2 nephi 2526
nephis joy in christ motivated generations of his faithful descendants
that same spirit also resonates in the messages and testimonies of
modem latter day saints as this collection of books and articles abun-
dantly demonstrates

part I1 of this bibliography listsfists a broad range of talks essays and
studies by latter day saints about the life and teachings ofjesus christ as
reported in the new testament gospels of matthew mark luke and
john in some cases the articles listed elaborate on a single phrase or a
specific event in the gospels in other cases these works discuss a broad
concept or an extended segment from the ministry ofjesus

part 11II of this publication covers the writings of latter day saints
about the new testament from acts to revelation this smaller yet still
significant number of IDSLDS books papers and speeches focuses on the
lives and teachings of the early apostles ofjesus christ particularly paul
peter james and john

all of the entries in both parts of this bibliography are organized
first by category and then alphabetically by author when the entries
are listed by category brief annotations give general information about
the nature and content of each book or article the materials encom-
passed here range from scholarly to devotional collectively they show
that latter day saints have always had a deep interest in the life of the
savior and a profound reverence for his words of eternal life found in
the new testament

while we have attempted to be inclusive as we have assembled this
data many more items could be added for example a complete bibli-
ography of IDSLDS writings about jesus would include many more books
and articles that expound on the prophecies of christ found in the old
testament the mission of the savior described in the book of mormon
or the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ proclaimed in modem revelation A compre-
hensive treatment of LDSIDSirs interests in the new testament would also
mention numerous other articles or treatises that make only passing or
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incidental references to new testament scriptures or events in the life of
christ here we have included only those titles that relate predominantly
or extensively to the lives and teachings of jesus and his apostles

although we have examined many LDS books periodicals and
other publications mainly in the harold B lee library at brigham young
university we know that we have not extracted information from all
possible sources several LDS magazines for example have been in-
tentionallytentionally excluded from our cataloging these include a number of
nineteenth century journals evening and morning star messenger and
advocate times and seasons contributor Liabona and young
womens journal some twentieth century publications for example
the relief society magazine new era and friend and allanailali non english
periodicals undoubtedly we have also overlooked many important
entries unintentionally despite inevitable shortcomings BYU studies is
pleased to distribute this information additions corrections or other
suggestions to help expand and improve subsequent versions of this
bibliography are always welcome
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